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Abstract (en)
Door case, of the type whereby the actual door case (2) consists of two stiles (5-6) which are connected to each other at the top by means of a top
part (12), and on the one side, the other side, respectively, of this actual door case (2), a door framework (3-4), whereby said door framework (3-4)
is adjustable in respect to the actual door case (2), depending on the thickness of the wall, in that in the lateral edges (8-9) of the actual door case
(2), grooves (10-11) are provided with which ribs (15-16-17-18-20-21) of the door frameworks (3-4) can cooperate, characterized in that in the four
upper corners of the actual door case (2), recesses are provided with a depth (D) equal to the thickness of a stile (5-6), diminished by the thickness
(D2) of a stile (5-6), this thickness (D2) being equal to the thickness of the stile part situated between said grooves (10-11) and the inner wall of a
door case stile (5-6) or top part (12), and with a width (D3-D4) which respectively is equal to the depth of the respective grooves (10-11), whereas
the ribs (15) to (18) of the door framework (3-4) come together in the upper corner of this latter and end at the location where they meet. <IMAGE>
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